
We Live in an Age of Uncertainty & Change
Everything around us is evolving with the dynamics of globalization, digitalization, and 
democratization. It’s more important than ever to help shape how people think about and use the 
concepts of ‘work’ and ‘the workplace’ in new and healthier ways.

Whirling Chief is Shifting the Context
We design, develop, and share content highly relevant to human nature. More specifically, 
Whirling Chief focuses on bringing mind and heart, physiology and psychology, and individual and 
collective thinking together.

 “The traditional ways of working are extinct. It’s time to explore  
 revolutionary business and human resources practices that fit our 
 complex and dynamic 21st century lives.” 
 Sesil Pir

Our name is inspired by the world-renowned Whirling Dervishes, leaders as famous for their 
mystical movements as they are for bringing awareness, passion, connection, and harmony to 
their worlds.

Join Whirling Chief in Humanizing the Workplace
We are a global collaboration platform, where a growing circle of business leaders come to 
share, learn, and inspire organizations to put people first. 

Our mission at Whirling Chief is to empower today’s working professionals with forward looking 
and aspirational methodologies, hypotheses, and research data to evolve their thinking and  
business practices to be most suitable for human nature. 

Your Sponsorship Contributes to a Worldwide ‘Working’ Solution  
Whirling Chief welcomes all partnership and research opportunities that align to our mission 
and strategies. With each investment, we evaluate the impact the program would drive into the 
global workplace. 

Subcription Levels of Whirling Chief

Tier Academic Partner Business Partner Sponsor

Subscription
• Individual
• Institutional

• Small Business
• Enterprise (E)
• NGO

• Donation

Audience Lecturers & Researchers Contributors & Consultants All

Benefits

• Learning
• Networking
• User Connection / Acesss 

to Business Clients
• Visibility Gain
• Research Idealization
• Consulting  

Opportunities
• Brand Recognition

• Learning
• Networking
• Academic Connection
• Visibility Gain
• Research Participation
• Management consulting 

up to 5hrs / 5K (E)
• Extended Engagements 

(E), (NGO)
• Free Webinars
• Reduced Workshop Fee
• Reduced Conference Fee (E)
• Conference Fee Waived
• Brand Recognition

• Brand  
Recognition

• Conference  
Keynote

Fees $1800/anum $1000–$6000/anum $10000+

Contact Us Today!
Learn more about Whirling Chief, its lofty goals, and how you can join our quest 
to help all of humanity love their work. Email us at whirlingchief@gmail.com

Championing humanity
in the global workplace.


